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SkyRide is an attraction like no other. It combines the thrill of a rollercoaster 
with the activity of a fitness routine no matter what your physical ability is.  
SkyRides are comfortable & quick; exhilarating & safe. SkyRide is a dream 
come true from Scott Olson, the founder of Rollerblade® and brings you 
a customer experience that’s as thrilling as it is different – with a 
sensation of birds flight, as you’ll ever experience. 

From our SkyRide® Technology (“SRT”) headquarters, known 
as “the Farm,”in Minnesota, SkyRide will deliver a customized 
attraction unique to your property and business.

SRT has unlimited potential, with applications ranging from tourist attractions, fitness clubs,
sports facilities, urban environments, parks with beautiful skylines, special needs centers, mountain 
resort towns and commercial buildings. People need to move and SkyRide moves them without limits!

City Parks Alpine Resorts Scott Olson  I   Inventor and Founder 



The Elevated SkyTrack, with patented lane changing ability, allows SkyRiders to move quickly and efficiently around and 
through any environment without dangerous ground based obstacles.

The Ultimate Experience The Chaser SkyRide series enables you to add thrill, 
excitement and throughput to your existing SkyTrack.

Chaser:  
This ride positions you like a flying superhero and is powered by the force 
of gravity. You race down the SkyTrack at speeds as fast as you can bomb 
down the slopes.

Tandem Chaser:  
This ride for two, positions both of you like a flying superhero, and is 
powered by the force of gravity. You race down the SkyTrack at speeds as 
fast as you can bomb down the slopes.

Recumbent Bike Chaser:  
This ride puts you in a recumbent bike position and is powered by the force 
of gravity. You race down the SkyTrack at speeds as fast as you can bomb 
down the slopes.

Recumbent Bike:  
The one that made it all happen and is featured on the Carnival Cruise 
ship Vista.The easy pedaling, futuristically designed recumbent bike 
can be engineered for speed or for a leisurely tour around the SkyTrack.

Tandem Recumbent Bike:
Gives you two times the riders for double the throughput. 
The easy pedaling, futuristically designed recumbent bike for two, 
can be engineered for speed or for a leisurely tour around the SkyTrack.

Total Body Rower:  
Fitness enthusiasts will fall in love with the power and speed that 
makes rowing the most efficient/effective total body workout a 
human can perform.

Rides

Optional SkyRides

SkyRide Human Powered SkyRide Gravity

SkyRide 
     Chaser       Why SkyRide?

Add a second SkyTrack® for 2x capacity or double deck SkyTrack® for 4x capacity.

SkyTrack® is high above the ground.  No need to look for useable land.SMALL FOOTPRINT

EXPANDABLE

MAINTAIN LANDSCAPE

SENSE OF FLYING

ENHANCED VIEW

BRAND DISTINCTION

ALL SEASON RIDES

CAPACITY

REVENUE

COMPETITION

No need to disrupt your landscape. Fly above trees, rocks and valleys.

Who wouldn’t want to fly? Sitting in a little ground cart is boring.

Riders enjoy an aerial perspective versus sitting on the ground looking up.

SkyRide® isn’t a “me too” ride. It is so unique, guests will come to you.

SkyTrack® is enclosed so you can use in all seasons vs. ground track systems.

Up to 16x the rider capacity of ground based coasters.

Over 10x the revenue compare to ground based coasters.

Ability for racing in groups/teams of 2, 4, 8 or 16
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SkyRide® Mobile

SkyRide® Electric Assist
 Choose your fun & effort level! (beginner  •  intermediate  •  advanced) 
 

SkyRide® Ultralite PeopleMover
Experience SkyRide with a few friends

Touring with SkyRide Mobile
Because of its Portability, SkyRide Mobile can come to you.

Multi-Lane SkyTrack®

The ASTM track is engineered for durability and safety.  
It will withstand the elements will minimal care and 
maintenance. The track offers a quiet, smooth, safe ride. 

Loading Zone

SkyTrack®

Featuring patented lane changing ability, allows SkyRiders to 
move quickly and efficiently around and through any environment 
without dangerous ground based obstacles.



Electric Assist (Optional)
This interactive electric drive will allow the 
rider to easily increase or decrease level of 
speed with very little effort. Electric assist can 
regulate your throughput and add thrills.

Skyride Seats 
SkyRide uses a comfortable, one size fits all 
seat that will adjust to a riders height. One 
part of the safety mechanism resides behind 
the seat tethering the rider to vehicle for an 
extra level of safety.

Loading Platform
SkyRide uses an elevated loading platform where 
riders start, finish controlling queue volume.  

Collision Avoidance System
Additional safety is engineered into all SkyRides as 
well as a consistently safe distance between SkyRides.  

Safety Restraint System
The Safety restaint system is ASTM certified 
and engineered for durability and safety.

20 feet 
minimal distance

between SkyRides

Safety is a core value for SkyRide and carries over from our owner-employees, vendors and our customers.  SkyRide uses 
industry leading safety features that protect riders and the profitability of your investment. Each SkyRide has the most current 
5-point safety harnesses, safety belts and Disc brakes to make sure the riders and employees stay safe, secure and happy.  

SkyRide features an interactive component you won’t find any other coaster, zip line, or thrill ride.  Only SkyRide shows the rider 
their performance such as speed, time, g-force, heart rate, distance, laps.

Dare to be Different!  
Differentiate your business and revenues will soar.  Contact us for your Personal SkyRide Demo

Safety & Technology

“SkyRide is one of the most popular and exciting attractions on the Carnival Vista. 
Guests of all ages & abilities love the sensation of pedaling SkyRide 150 feet a
bove sea level. Guests are coming back again and again for the feeling of flying 
& gorgeous changing views!”

Caroline Lombardi - Director of Youth, Family and Outer Decks Carnival Cruise 
LineCaroline Lombardi Director of Youth, Family and Outer Decks Carnival 
Cruise Line

•  Weather Proof - 4 season operation
•  Durable - low maintenance rides
•  Minimal Footprint - uses above ground dead space
•  Flexible SkyTrack® - fits any landscape
•  Expandable SkyTrack® - add on as biz expand
•  SkyTrack® - universal fits all SkyRides®

 •  Human Powered - for fitness, sport, recreation
 •  Racing - for teams, corporate events, family outings
 •  Electric Assist for Ultimate Experience UP & DOWN
 •  Collision Avoidance - for ultimate safety
 •  Day/Night Capable - for user experience and revenues
 •  Branding - Differentiates you from the competition

Key Features  
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At SkyRide, we’re dreamers. We dream about new ways to move forward, pioneer, innovate.
We’re passionate about finding ways to fuse excitement, movement and fitness. We partner
with companies that share our values and aspirations. Contact us today and together we’ll
invent the way to move your company forward and delight your customers.

Rise Above the Competition 


